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Flagpoling: Inter-provincial Mobility of
International Migrants within Canada’s
Temporary Foreign Worker Program

Christine Knott* and Melissa Marschke**

ABSTRACT

The temporary foreign worker programme (TFWP) is widely used in many sectors in Canada.
Research on the TFWP in Canada has documented multiple types of abuse within the pro-
gramme, often related to worker lack of access to citizenship and social benefits. Less is
known about how mobile and often precarious migrant workers are able to navigate negative,
challenging situations identified within the Canadian literature. Flagpoling, a process used by
international migrants in Canada to gain mobility in situations where their movement may be
constrained, is not talked about in the mobilities and labour agency literature. Drawing from a
case study of migrant workers in Atlantic Canada's seafood processing plants, this paper pulls
together the mobilities, labour agency and precarity literature to explore how migrant workers
are able to extradite themselves from workplaces that are less than ideal and better position
themselves towards gaining citizenship status.

INTRODUCTION

Flagpoling, a term commonly found on websites geared towards international migrant workers (see
www.workingholiday.com, 2016), is not found in the academic literature or on Canadian govern-
ment websites. The process of flagpoling involves a migrant worker leaving Canada at a Canada–
US border crossing, being refused entry into the United States, only to re-enter Canada again as a
way to validate a workers’ immigration status. The practice, which in a literal sense involves “go-
ing around a flagpole,” is a way for international migrants working in Canada to change employers
through validating a work contract with a new employer or re-validating existing documents. How
and where to do this can be found online1, complete with information on the documents required
and the locations where one can do so. Why would a migrant worker risk flagpoling, particularly
as worker renewals can be denied? Flagpoling is seen to be an efficient means, dramatically short-
ening processing times for validating documents for new work permits or permanent residency.
Rather than scheduling an interview with Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada (IRCC),
which takes weeks or months, or leaving the country by plane, flagpoling enables migrant workers
to have their working visa re-validated potentially within an hour or two at the Canadian–American
land border through Canadian Border Services Agency (CBSA). Flagpoling provides a loophole for
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workers who have come to Canada through Canada’s Temporary Foreign Worker Program (TFWP)
and are tied to a particular employer.
Although flagpoling is not written about in the academic literature, hints of how workers engage

in flagpoling can be found though a careful analysis of the mobility literature around Canada’s
TFWP. For example, Marschke et al. (2018) note that seafood workers in Atlantic Canada often
change jobs within Canada, at a great expense in terms of labour broker fees (i.e. via an immigra-
tion lawyer). Other scholars have looked at the legal precarity of temporary and migrant workers
and the issues with staying in Canada without legal status (Goldring and Landolt, 2013; Perry,
2019), and the mobility restrictions inherent within the TFWP and other immigration regimes that
make legal mobility highly restrictive (Staruss and McGrath, 2016). A more common focus for
understanding mobility within Canada as it relates to the TFWP is on how the use of the TFWP
reduces interprovincial mobility of Canadian citizens (see, e.g., Gross and Schmitt, 2012; Gross,
2014).
This paper draws on data from sixty-nine semi-structured interviews conducted in two Atlantic

Canadian provinces, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, between 2012 and 2016, to explore (a)
working conditions migrant and non-migrant workers face in seafood processing and beyond, and
(b) how migrants extradite themselves from workplaces that are less than ideal to position them-
selves to find better work. Across our data set workers consisted of Canadian workers (from the
area and interprovincial) and migrant workers (Romanian, Filipino, Vietnamese and Thai). We revi-
sit our original interviews to highlight migrant worker experiences in the plants and plant manager
reflections on the work and training migrant workers received. We further examine our interview
data to better understand how migrant workers first arrived to Canada, why they left past jobs, and
how they were able to change jobs. Across our interviews, migrant workers spoke of precarity
across their working situations. We further focus on migrant workers who left seafood processing
work in New Brunswick, via flagpoling, to enter seafood processing work in Nova Scotia. Note
that while we had not been looking for flagpoling in our initial interviews, when we reexamined
our data the practice of flagpoling presented itself within a cohort (n = 14) of the Filipino intervie-
wees we spoke with working in a Nova Scotia seafood processing plant.
Interviews were coded to tease out working conditions and the process of flagpoling, and to con-

sider the implications of this process for (im)mobility dynamics and worker agency. Our analysis
of instances of constrained agency in navigating employment-related mobility within Canada’s sea-
food sector offers an understanding of the range of spatio-temporal migrant mobility in Canada and
the, at times hidden, multiple scales of mobility in which migrant workers are engaged (Roseman
et al., 2015).
Our combined analysis provides examples of how, outside of the formal migration processes,

migrant workers are able to use informal, yet not illegal, methods of mobility to navigate unsafe or
inadequate employment. We begin by examining key aspects of the im/mobility literature and
briefly overview Canada’s TFWP and the emergence of flagpoling before turning to our particular
cases. We highlight the constrained mobilities that workers face in Canada’s TFWP. We then con-
sider specific migrant worker experiences with changing jobs, including using immigration lawyers
and engaging in the flagpoling process. We argue that flagpoling offers migrant workers a chance
to re-negotiate their working conditions, leave jobs that are particular negative and, potentially,
negotiate a route towards citizenship.

CANADA’S TEMPORARY MIGRANT WORKER PROGRAM AND FLAGPOLING

The use and exploitation of migrant labour has a long history in Canada (Satzewhich 1991). Cana-
da’s current migration policy for international workers – known as the TFWP – originates back to
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a 1973 programme that has since undergone multiple overhauls, but differs from earlier pro-
grammes due to increased numbers of temporary migrant workers (Lenard and Straehle, 2012). The
first major overhaul was the introduction of a low-skill pilot programme in 2002 that allows
employers, via a approved Labour Market Impact Assessment (LMIA) to directly hire (and fire)
workers for a temporary period (four years maximum) and restricted workers access to other
employers, social and economic benefits, permanent immigration and political representation (Mars-
den, 2011). After the most recent overhaul in June 2014 due to significant criticisms, the pro-
gramme now consists of four streams: high-wage stream; low-wage stream; primary agriculture
stream (which includes the Seasonal Agricultural Worker Program (SAWP)); and the permanent
residency stream (May, 2016). The low-wage stream (previously termed the low-skill stream) has
consistently required workers to be connected to one employer, and to remain in the country for a
temporary duration unless an application is made by the employer via a provincial nominee pro-
gramme (PNP) to gain permanent residency.
The PNP programme is an expedited way for migrant workers to gain permanent residency in

Canada. The PNP programme is employer controlled (as employers nominate individual workers
for this programme) and varies by province (Lenard and Straehle, 2012), resulting in workers tar-
geting particular provinces, and then particular employers within provinces, to gain citizenship sta-
tus in Canada. In general, Atlantic Canadian provinces are highly supportive of the programme as
an effort to boost populations and long-term economic deficits in comparison with the rest of
Canada (Sacouman, 1980).
As of 2016, the time restrictions placed upon worker contracts were lifted. Only in June 2019

did the Canadian government issue a policy for foreign workers who are victims to abuse (Govern-
ment of Canada, 2019). While such a policy is necessary, it is cumbersome and requires significant
“proof” and paperwork to apply. It offers no help to other migrant workers who are keen to shift
jobs, enhance their mobility and change less than ideal work situations.
Flagpoling has emerged as a potentially efficient process for migrant workers to draw on when

switching jobs and serves as a means to avoid labour broker or immigration lawyer fees. Flagpol-
ing is also commonly practised to validate international migrant workers’ permanent residency sta-
tus or visas. While flagpoling is legal, this is not the official route that the government advises
migrant workers to use when validating their papers. Migrant workers who enter a low-skilled job
in Canada’s TFWP are on a closed contract and are not meant to change jobs. Yet, flagpoling
information is widely found on websites geared towards international migrants, although not on
Canada’s government sites. The Canadian Government does, however, inform members of the
Canadian bar association about changes to restrictions to flagpoling (PWC Canada, 2017a, 2017b).
Flagpoling falls in a legal grey area within Canadian immigration policy, shifting the responsibility
of processing international migrants from IRCC case officers to the CBSA. The practice falls under
Immigration and Refugee Protection Regulations (IRPR) 1982 and 1903 that regulate visits to the
United States, St. Pierre and Miquelon.
That said, flagpoling is not without risks. One such risk is being stuck at the Canadian–American

border, and not being allowed to re-enter Canada if work permits are not valid or if paperwork is
not in order. Another challenge is the potentially negative reactions from border officers who have
to do extra work to process paperwork that would otherwise have been done by immigration offi-
cers. The increased numbers of migrant workers practising flagpoling in recent years have caused
delays at some border crossings. In response to these growing phenomena, CBSA implemented a
pilot project introducing restrictions on flagpoling in June 2017 at specific locations in Ontario,
later expanding into Quebec in November 2017. The restrictions have meant that migrant workers
attempting to flagpole at specific locations during peak times (Monday and Friday) are being asked
to apply through the formal landed interview process with IRCC when applying for the provincial
nominee programme or to come back at less busy border crossing times when validating a new
work permit, and there have been cases when this has resulted in longer wait times4. Thus, another
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real risk of flagpoling is being turned away and no longer being able to enter Canada or having to
pay significant legal fees to challenge a decision.
It is of significance that the Canadian Bar Association (CBA) deems the pilot project restrictions

as illegal. Cited in a Canadian Immigration Newsletter, the CBA argued that limitations on where
and when flagpoling can occur are a violation of Canada’s Immigration and Refugee Protection
Act (Smith, 2018). The risks and increasing control and limitations over the process of flagpoling
via the pilot project constrains and increases workers immobility, effectively making the process of
updating or changing work contracts or validating permanent residency, more difficult and lengthy.

(IM)MOBILITIES AND WORKER AGENCY

Even as the practice of flagpoling has gained in popularity, there is an absence of discussion on
interprovincial mobility of temporary migrant workers in the low-wage stream, and explicitly of
flagpoling, in the mobilities and labour agencies literatures. Berntsen, drawing on Smith (2006),
describes workers’ mobility power as “the time involved in network-building, the resources used to
plan and explore job moves and the use of mobility threats to create strategic rewards” (Smith
2006, 391, in Berntsen, 2016: 476). By focusing on how migrant workers have navigated, and in
the case of flagpoling, circumvented, constraining mobility policies through not yet illegal cross
border movement, we describe aspects of agency that is often unseen and is currently understudied
(Rogaly, 2009; Berntsen, 2016). Specifically, we focus on how migrant workers working in Atlan-
tic Canada’s seafood processing industry experience and enact their mobility power via constrained
agency. We argue that the process of flagpoling has provided a specific method of agency for
migrant workers, allowing them to navigate unfavourable or difficult work contracts.
Within the newer mobility research, or “the new mobilities turn” (Sheller and Urry, 2006; Cress-

well, 2012), work-related mobility and immobility occur in multiple ways, whether engaging in
daily commutes or commuting internationally for temporary work contracts (Cresswell et al.,
2016). Further, employment-related migration literature is linked with employment mobility litera-
ture, to highlight how (im)mobility and work are shaped by intersectional inequalities, such as race,
class, gender, sexuality and ableism (Roseman et al., 2015; Cresswell et al., 2016; B�elanger and
Silvey, 2019). Mobility and immobility are fluid: not all individuals or groups are equally vulnera-
ble to labour immobility or by default exclusion from the nation (see Derks, 2010; Polanco, 2019).
There are however generic features of labour immobility, including the role of labour brokers
recruiting workers for jobs that “local workers do not want to perform” (Polanco, 2019: 18).
The general literature on labour mobility focuses on the embedded networks and practices

through which workers move, why they borrow money from whom to get work and the kind of
obligations they take on (e.g. Davidson, 2013; Basok and B�elanger, 2016), and the consequences
of state restrictions on employment, movement and right to organize collectively. Research further
points to the problematic inequalities faced by workers brought in through temporary worker pro-
grammes due to lack of citizenship status coupled with the control their employer has over their
employment, and often housing and transportation (Sharma, 2006; Fuller and Vosko, 2008; Fudge
and MacPhail, 2009; Hennebry, 2012; Basok and B�elanger, 2016; Knott, 2016). Temporary labour
migration, including policies supporting such migration, exists across multiple countries. While
described as temporary, these migrant workers, and their jobs, have been shown to be long-stand-
ing, especially in what have been deemed low-skill jobs in industrialized countries (Daunvergne
and Marsden, 2013).
Exploitation of workers who are brought in through temporary work contracts occurs more easily

than workers with Canadian citizenship because the temporary work programme itself creates pre-
carious working environments where workers have a lack of mobility, citizenship rights, and full
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protection and access to Canada’s labour market mobility, pensions and social security (Vosko,
2010, 2016; Shantz, 2015; Muir, 2016). Low-skilled jobs often described as the 3 Ds, dirty, dan-
gerous and difficult, tend to be those that local workers avoid, with migrant workers being hired to
fill empty places (Hennebry and Preibisch, 2010; Preibisch, 2010). Within the Canadian context,
there are multiple reports of migrant workers brought in through the TFWP experiencing not only
precarious working conditions but exploitations such as fraud, the misrepresentation of jobs, with-
holding of information and extensive pay deductions (Muir, 2016). Examples of reports include the
following: inadequate housing and food provided to migrant workers in British Columbia, unjustifi-
able wage cuts taken from migrant workers in Edmonton (Shantz, 2015) and lack of access to sani-
tary drinking water, bathroom facilities and safe food storage provided to agricultural workers in
southern Ontario (Hennebry, 2012). If workers refuse these positions, employers would have to
implement changes to improve them, yet most workers to not. It is risky to complain since many
migrant workers need to retain work or hope to be rehired again (Horgan and Liinamaa, 2017), or
apply for permanent residency through their employers: whether overtly or not, workers feel that
their employers may take this away (Sikka et al., 2011). Gaining permanent residence carries the
added burden of trying to then sponsor family members, which may also lead to workers staying in
jobs that are precarious and possibly dangerous (Preibisch and Otero, 2014).
Canada’s TFWP helps maintain these jobs as cheap, subpar and precarious (Hennebry, 2010;

Gravel et al., 2010; Strauss, 2018). First, in companies that hire an extensive migrant labour force,
only a few workers have a chance to apply for a provincial nominee programme since there are
restrictions in how many workers a company can nominate, resulting in jockeying of positionality
with an employer. This includes a willingness to self-exploit and endure less favourable work con-
ditions if this means access to the provincial nominee programme (see Polanco 2019; Marschke
et al. 2018). Note that the provincial nominee programme is the first step on a path towards citizen-
ship. Second, it is difficult for workers to leave an employer, since their work contract is initiated,
validated and renewed through their employer. This leaves workers “less than free” and severely
limits their mobility (Davidson, 2013; Strauss and McGrath, 2016). Mobility and immobility are
thus crucial aspects of labour agency (Coe and Jordhus-Lier, 2011).
Flagpoling allows migrant workers a way to circumvent severely limiting (im)mobility aspects of

the TFWP and, thus, is a method of agency employed by some migrant workers. We contribute to
the research on migrant workers’ agency (Rogaly, 2009; Berntsen, 2016; Cohen and Hjalmarson,
2018) that exists even within situations of severely constrained mobility and rights (Coe and Jord-
hus-Lier, 2011; Cohen and Hjalmarson, 2018). Constrained agency, as defined by Schwiter et al.
(2018: 4):

builds on insight that workers cannot be understood as soley victims of the whims and power of
capital and the state (that is, lacking any capacity to shape the geographies of capitalism). Nor,
however, can they be viewed as ‘free agents’ of economic theory, as their opportunities to act are
fundamentally shaped by uneven power relations and the multi-scalar regulatory context of contem-
porary relations of production. The capacity for workers to exercise agency is thus uneven and con-
tingent, but is real.

Therefore, flagpoling can be seen as an implicit act of resistance or reworking (Coe and Jordhus-
Lier, 2011) that offers an informal, but legal, avenue for precarious migrant workers to navigate
their employment, and often citizenship, prospects in situations that are precarious and potentially
unsafe.
Below, we provide a case of how migrant workers working in Atlantic Canada’s seafood pro-

cessing industry use flagpoling as a method of agency in controlling their mobility to navigate
access to citizenship, unfavourable and/or difficult work contracts.
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INTERNATIONAL SEAFOOD PROCESSING WORKERS IN ATLANTIC CANADA

Many seafood processing employers in Atlantic Canada have been regular users of the low-wage
stream of the TFWP. The significant use of the TFWP due to concerns over labour shortages
allowed the seafood processing industry an exemption from more stringent regulations implemented
to the programme in 2016 (CBC News, 2016). Seafood companies argue that younger people are
not interested in the seafood industry (Thomas & Belkhodja 2014; Knott, 2017), linked to long
working hours, poor pay and the unpredictable nature of fisheries-related work not to mention dis-
couragement from family and friends because of the poor work environment (Knott, 2017;
Marschke et al., 2018). The average age of a fish plant worker is 50 years, with many nearing
retirement (Thomas & Belkhodja, 2014). Despite some critiques over the validity of the labour
shortage claims (Knott, 2016; Gross & Schmitt, 2012), the use of the TFWP has continued in this
region and throughout the seafood industry. In the following sections, we outline how migrant
workers are engaged in flagpoling to 1) leave work that was inadequate in it jobs description and
training and find new work within a generally constrained mobility programme, 2) find pathways
to citizenship (PNP) and 3) navigate predatory, exploitative and illegal broker fees.
Although workers sign contracts in advance of arriving in Canada, what “seafood work” entails

is not described. Workers, at least when they first arrive into seafood processing, typically have no
experience in this sector. Across our interviewees, some workers believed that migrant worker jobs
were the hardest and most dangerous within a company. In such cases, workers did not feel they
could voice dissent, or admit if they struggled with understanding safety training, since this was
tied to the control the employer had over maintaining work or potentially supporting avenues
towards citizenship. Note that the complaints we heard were only the comments that workers were
willing to disclose, even as our interviews took place in a space where the employer was not pre-
sent. The quote below, from a fish plant interviewee, hints at the challenges she faced, particularly
in terms of work security:

See, it used to be, Canada a few years when you came here, ‘cause that is what I was doing, a tem-
porary worker. Before I came here, I don’t know how long, was that, they suggest that you come
here and work and they just give you, just keeping renewing your work, just like Saudi Arabia.
That’s what they do. You just keep renewing your contract. Then if they don’t want you anymore,
you have to go home. You don’t have no future in here. (011)

We heard further complaints, including people paying CDN $6 daily for gloves when picking fish
from processing lines, of rent being expensive and taking up most of their salary and of not feeling
respected. We also heard about limited work hours: one worker commented that in New Brunswick
they “only had 8 or 9 months work” (006). Another worker, commenting on work in the service
sector, noted:

Stayed in Alberta for one year, until 2015. . . . needed to find another job as in Alberta the fast food
chain could not issue a visa. . . .she is not a good boss as she always angry with us and even you
did a lot and you do everything for the company but they not satisfied for you and even not giving
full hours. (008)

Work security, in the sense of being let go at any point or getting full hours, was not the only
struggle workers faced. Returning to the New Brunswick fish plants’ visited, migrant workers were
entering these jobs without any prior knowledge or even expectation that this was the work they
had agreed to do when they arrived. Even managers were aware that migrant workers did not
always know what fish processing work involved. We heard comments such as “they don’t neces-
sarily understand the full capacity of what they are going to being doing here, but they know that
they are going to be working with fish. They don’t understand that they are going to be working
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on the line” (020) and “in the packing room . . .with the scissors . . .they put them in the hardest
jobs there is” (030). As another interviewee noted, “most of them don’t have any experience . . .
any new recruits are fairly new to the industry” (024). Yet, work training is done in English, rely-
ing on those migrant workers with English language skills (which varied) to translate and interpret
for others. As a plant manager noted,

We always put them with somebody that is familiar with that part. That is the other stipulation is
that they speak good English because we are scared on the safety aspect. We want to make sure
that when you tell them don’t put your hand there that they won’t, because they do have a nasty
habit of saying “Do you understand?” and they’ll say yes whether they understand or not. Why, I
can’t figure it out, whether they are embarrassed to say that they don’t understand or just don’t
want to get into it. (035)

This particular plant dealt with language issues by having signs as well as training manuals trans-
lated into multiple languages, but there is an assumption that all workers are literate and that the
training manuals are clear in the second language. And, although workers in the plant often had the
benefit of working with a number of other people from their home countries, meaning they can talk
among themselves if they do not understand something, this is not a guarantee that everything is
understood. While the English language skills of some Filipino migrants we interviewed were
excellent, this was not so for all; among the migrant workers we interviewed, only one had inter-
mediate language skills. Limited language skills or limited translation can place workers in a very
high-risk situation, an issue known in other industries employing workers through the TFWP
(Fudge, 2011; Fudge and MacPhail, 2011).
So what happens when workers are not happy with their work – whether it is the job description,

the management, safety concerns, an inability to access permanent residency or other offences such
as missing wages, subpar living conditions and abusive environments? Our research further uncov-
ered a group of temporary migrant workers who were able to leave their job contracts (in seafood
and beyond) to move to a seafood plant in Nova Scotia. Why they did so, and how these workers
navigated what is normally understood as a tightly controlled migrant mobility programme piqued
our interest particularly given the appalling work conditions detailed across some cases (Hennebry,
2012; Shantz, 2015).
This is where our interviews with a cohort of Filipino migrant workers (14) who had landed in

seafood processing in Nova Scotia shed pertinent insights. This group of workers was able to
change jobs within Canada, whether moving in and out of seafood processing or from other low-
paid jobs into seafood processing. To make this move, many workers had paid fees twice: the first
time internationally, to obtain work through Canada’s TFWP, and the second time within Canada
itself, when changing jobs. Note that is it illegal to charge fees (recruitment or broker) to migrant
workers despite its seemingly common occurrence (Dharssi, 2016), and these fees were a major
source of stress for migrants. Fascinatingly, however, a few workers were able to avoid Canadian
labour broker fees, through a careful reading of immigration policy, in a practice that we now
understand to be flagpoling.

Had a friend in Alberta and he worked here before and told me that Nova Scotia has not many
people but there is a chance to stay longer here in Canada. When I first came I am so amazed, the
place is good and all along the water . . .the people are so good and even though they don’t know
you and always stop and talk to you. (008)

Table 1 highlights when the group of Filipino workers first arrived in Canada, the type of work
they first did, and when they arrived in Nova Scotia to work in seafood processing. Workers
arrived in either 2015 or 2016 at the particular seafood processing plant in Nova Scotia. While
many had worked in seafood processing in New Brunswick, some had worked in other provinces
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in the service industry or construction sector. These workers were all keen to change jobs, for vari-
ous reasons, and most Filipino’s knew each other from previous work experience or other connec-
tions. People were attracted to work at the Nova Scotia company for a variety of reasons, including
having full-time employment, talk of fair working conditions, decent housing, living in a rural area
and a chance to access the provincial nominee programme, which could eventually lead to citizen-
ship.
For those that arrived in 2015, everyone except one worker paid an immigration lawyer in New

Brunswick to process the paperwork necessary to change jobs. This cost workers around 1000
Canadian dollars each. As one interviewee noted, “it is confusing to read the website, as we were
working full time and we could not understand how to do it” (004). As another worker explained:

Decided to come here as this is a full-time job, as only a seasonal job where I was, and can apply
for the provincial nominee program . . . Found this company was hiring for full time jobs and
applied. [Immigration lawyer] is an agent who looks for jobs for companies and she hires foreign
workers to come, a friend heard about it and then he got it. So four of us we applied to [immigra-
tion lawyer] and that’s what happened in 2015. (010)

This 2015 cohort, based on what they understood at the time, felt that they had no choice but to
pay an immigration lawyer if they wanted to change jobs.
Yet, they soon realized that they could figure out this process on their own. Several workers,

after each paying the CDN $1000 to the immigration lawyer to process their paperwork for a new
job, arrived at the US–Canadian border only to be told that the paperwork the immigration lawyer
had done was invalid, and all they needed to do was to pay to re-validate their work permit. One
worker further explains:

Paid 1000 as [immigration lawyer] said that this was for processing for the work permit and not
sure what else. . . . was asking big money. I just paid as working a full time job. Had to go to the

TABLE 1

ROUTES TAKEN BY FILIPINO TFW WITHIN CANADA TO SEAFOOD PROCESSING JOB IN 2016

Arrival in
Canada First job Prov.

Arrival
in N.S.

Use of
an agent

Agent
location

Fees
paid ($)

Additional
comments

2011 Fish plant N.B. 2016 No -- 150 Visa fees
2011 Fish plant N.B. 2015 Yes N.B. 1200
2011 Fish plant N.B. 2015 Yes N.B. 1000
2011 Fish plant N.B. 2016 No -- 0
2012 Fish plant N.B. 2015 Yes N.B. 1000
2013 Fish plant N.B. 2016 No -- 0
2013 Fish plant N.B. 2016 No -- 150 Visa fees
2013 Fish plant N.B. 2016 No -- 0
2013 Fish plant N.B. 2016 No -- 0
2014 Truck driver N.B. 2015 Yes N.B. 2500 Expired

tourist visa
2012 Construction Alberta 2015 Yes N.B. 1000
2013 Fishers

coop
P.E.I 2016 No -- 0

2013 Fast food B.C. 2015 No -- 150 Visa fees
2014 Fast food Alberta 2015 Yes N.B. 1065

n=14.
Source: Author interviews, September 2016
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border [Canada/US], and had already paid [immigration lawyer] so I don’t know what it was for,
but when we bring the paperwork and show the paperwork to the border officer he disagree and he
didn’t read the papers as he don’t like the paper or third party so it was a useless process. Had to
pay visa fee at border for CDN $150. Worst experience I had. (010)

This left workers feeling angry and cheated. They also realized that they did not need to pay an
immigration lawyer or labour broker to change jobs.
Thus, a year later (2016) when the company was interested to take on more workers, the 2015

cohort figured out how to work with the company to avoid broker fees, and encouraged their
friends to apply. As one worker from the 2015 Filipino cohort noted, “need to do it by ourselves
instead of paying money to [immigration lawyer]. The company was surprised that you had to pay
money, terrible as how come asking for so big money from us when the visa is only CDN $150”
(010). Workers came in two ways that season, one was through the process of flagpoling where
visa fees were paid at the border, and the other by the company who arranged the paperwork for
them to arrive including paying the visa fees. This was the first time the company had filed the
necessary paperwork themselves, rather than relying on the immigration lawyer. As a Human
Resources member noted, “I did not know that we were paying the immigration lawyer to find
workers, and they were also charging workers. It is a lot of money for them to pay. It takes more
time to do it ourselves, but it is much more fair” (028).
As Table 1 highlights, a number of workers only paid to re-validate their work permits. As one

interviewee noted (006), “. . .it is a free country and so can apply to another company. Got a new
work permit, had to pay $150 go to border and then they do. It took an hour so we not difficult,
but if you do online it takes two to three months so makes more sense to go to the border. This
case felt honest.” (006). Another worker carefully explained what we now understand to be flagpol-
ing: “If you need a work permit then go to the US border. Even the girls who came from New
Brunswick went down, crossed the border, and came back with the LMIA, work contract and letter
of support – you just apply for new work permit” (023). This is an example of a networked cohort
of workers sharing information with each other, and working with the company to navigate the sys-
tem – gaining a new work permit to change employers and still stay in Canada – and avoid unnec-
essary fees. People who had paid fees to an immigration lawyer wanted others to avoid this
experience.
People switched into this company because of a perception of fair working conditions and the

ability to access the PNP programme. While the pay was low, it was above minimum wage and
consistent across the entire workforce regardless of citizenship or gender. The company hired a
mix of migrant workers in terms of nationality and gender, and it was the Filipino cohort who had
the language skills to pass the mandated English language test required to apply for the provincial
nominee programme, and were able to figure out the opaque process of flagpoling through reading
government and migrant worker-focused websites. We consistently heard how difficult government
websites were to navigate, both from migrant workers and from company management.
This particular company was open about being willing to write the support documentation neces-

sary for those interested to apply to a PNP, and could do so since the number of temporary foreign
workers hired was low (a maximum of 10 per cent of the workforce). In spite of the fees paid by
some migrant workers to change jobs, most felt it was worth landing in this particular place; work-
ers were happy to lend insights into flagpoling to help friends and colleagues avoid such fees. This
is a huge contrast from what many workers experienced when trying to access their first Canadian
job (Tomlinson, 2019a, 2019b), where broker fees were high, people did not get the work hours
promised, and workers had no sense of the jobs they would be arriving to do. Moreover, workers
often found themselves in work sites where they were trying to curry favour with bosses because
of the high number of migrant workers. This lead to tensions between workers and a willingness to
accept less than fair working conditions in the hopes of gaining access into Canada.
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DISCUSSION

The experiences of seafood processing workers in Atlantic Canada highlight issues surrounding
constrained agency and mobility for migrant workers brought into Canada through the TFWP.
Workers can arrive into their jobs with limited knowledge of the type of work they would be
doing, something that echoes with what we heard from workers who had paid brokers to arrive in
various low-skilled jobs across Canada. What our interviews also highlight is how migrant workers
are often preyed upon by lawyers and other brokers, who unnecessarily charge exorbitant amounts
of money to “help” access documents and process paper work. Certain interviews, in contrast, high-
light the mobility, power and agency enacted by temporary migrant workers to navigate out of poor
work situations into better ones. This case brings to light how workers who are in situations that
are precarious, are time-bound or do not offer the possibility of citizenship due to the lack of
access to the provincial nominee programme have learned how to quickly and efficiently flagpole
to have new or existing documents verified or approved to allow to them to change employers.
Thus, we have provided a case study of how these racialized workers who lack rights, citizenship
and face exploitation have engaged in acts of constrained agency to create or access informal net-
works to navigate and gain control within Canada’s mobility restricting TFWP.
To reiterate, workers enter Canada’s TFWP through an employer who has the appropriate paper-

work in place and a contract specific to that employer. To change jobs, workers need to technically
return home and have another employer hire them before returning to Canada. However, flagpoling
enables workers to leave a current work contract once they find employment elsewhere: at this
point, migrants go to the Canadian–American border with their paperwork in hand and flagpole
rather than pay for an expensive flight home. Our case study highlights why flagpoling is signifi-
cant, including: 1) worker mobility in finding new work within a often precarious and generally
constrained mobility programme, 2) worker mobility towards finding pathways to citizenship (PNP)
and 3) worker mobility for navigating predatory, exploitative and illegal broker fees. That said, the
increased control and limitations on migrant mobilities implemented by the CBSA pilot project
restricting flagpoling to specific locations and times must be taken seriously. The restrictions effec-
tively retrench the mobility agency gained by migrant workers using this process. This creates an
additional, and unnecessary, type of “social quarantining” (Horgan and Linamaa, 2017) that is
already constructed through the TFWP itself.
In terms of migrant worker employment mobility, it is difficult to find another job (Polanco,

2019). Being tied to one’s employer for work is problematic, and it is not only workers facing the
worst conditions that need to leave. Debt can be an added dimension, making it difficult to con-
sider changing jobs when employment conditions are not a fit, even if the work is too hard or the
conditions are extremely poor. The everyday injustices that workers experience are real, and can be
compounded by racialized or gendered social processes often ingrained within these temporary
migrant policies (Strauss and McGrath, 2016). Although people have constantly moved, within and
beyond borders, not all movements are subject to the same level of scrutiny (Anderson, 2017).
Some “groups are more readily available for exploitation, which shapes their chances and experi-
ences of labour unfreedom” (Polanco, 2019: 18). Many migrant workers experience a significant
lack of choice, even in the absence of obvious markers of physical coercion or compulsion
(Strauss, 2018). Migrant worker precarity is real. Poverty and the hope for a better life influences
such dynamics (Lewis et al., 2015). We are cognizant of the significance of flagpoling, then, for its
potential in providing real, albeit constrained, agency for migrant workers who are confined to the
bounds of the Canadian TFWP. Such constrained agency is critical for workers seeking to leave an
employer or to increase their chances for gaining permanent residency.
Fluidity exists between mobility and immobility, with many forms of labour falling somewhere

in between (Sakar, 2017). It should be applauded that a few workers have begun to understand the
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flagpoling process, and informally organize to help other workers and Canadian companies. Flag-
poling offers one way to navigate the system towards a better job and citizen prospects. This is not
a case of workers wanting to have fair working conditions. We recognize that many workers cannot
flagpole: people need strong language skills to read the nuances of how and in what cases to flag-
pole, and the process is not without risks, as noted above. Yet, as our case highlights, if someone
can find full-time work with a company that can potentially support pathways to citizenship, it may
be worth taking such a chance. Flagpoling offers one avenue both for negotiating better working
conditions and towards potentially accessing citizenship.
Pathways towards citizenship are not easy, and a supportive employer is key. This is why

migrant workers may turn to immigration lawyers, when offered a new job, as a way of re-validat-
ing their work permit. Here, there are predatory immigration consultants, recruiters and lawyers
involved in helping migrant workers change jobs (Tomlinson, 2019a, 2019b). This is the case for
fish work, where migrants from the Philippines, Thailand, Romania and beyond supply the labour
for much of Atlantic Canadian seafood processing. Most of these fees charged for workers to
change jobs are not necessary, and it is worth further investigation to better understand how immi-
gration consultants, brokers and lawyers are taking advantage of the informal loophole (fees
charged, promises made) that flagpoling offers. Borders can be an area of human suffering (Bauder,
2015) but also offer hope. This is an arena that requires far more oversight, including of the migra-
tion industry (Jain, 2019).

CONCLUSION

As the in/mobilities literature shows, migrant workers are precarious, made immobile through
Canadian migrant worker policies, lack control over their employment and are often permanently
temporary. Understanding the lived implications of workers who enter Canada through the TFWP
includes understanding the risks and harms of the programme, as well as how workers navigate
these harms. It also requires a careful scrutiny of the migration industry that has propped up around
such programmes. At the same time, there are moments of worker agency within this system.
Through our case study of temporary international labour migrants employed in the seafood pro-
cessing industry in Canada, we have highlighted how the process of flagpoling has allowed these
workers a legal and more efficient method of changing negative work contracts and potentially
access to permanent residency. How much longer this process will be allowed, and its implications
for retrenching workers agency in their ability to effect their (im)mobility and precariousness, is yet
to be determined.
More research is needed to better understand the process of flagpoling within Canada and else-

where. This includes more in-depth understanding of the racialized and gendered sorting that occurs
to allow workers from other countries to be placed in undesirable and often underpaid or unsafe
working conditions, the volume of use by different migrant workers (work programmes, country of
origin, length of contract, province of employment, type of employment), the different locations,
the legal grey area that flagpoling currently exists in and the ramifications on worker agency of the
pilot project that limits where and when flagpoling can take place. Although the pilot project has
not yet expanded restrictions beyond specific locations in Ontario and Quebec, such restrictions
have significant human rights implications, continuing the states’ work of creating or maintaining
these migrant workers as unfree (Sharma, 2012). Such restrictive policy is illustrative of how Cana-
dian immigration policies are clearly biased along citizenship, race and class lines. While not as
overt as other processes, such as blacklisting (Vosko, 2016), these restrictions are indicative of lar-
ger state policies that can maintain inequalities.
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Flagpoling raises a series of questions given the extensive and seemingly growing (www.immi
gration.ca, 2020) occurrence, the relative ease of access (notwithstanding restrictions in the pilot
sites), and the fact that it is legal. Why does the Canadian government have regulations in place to
tie workers to a particular employer in the TFWP, particularly when, as our case demonstrates,
workers who are supposed to only be working for one employer have been moving from employer
to employer within, but also outside of, the sector they were brought in to work in? Why are wait
times at IRCC so long that workers choose to risk flagpoling, even as workers may be denied re-
entry? And, why is the Canadian government not taking an active approach to supporting and regu-
lating migrant mobility? Important research needs to be done on flagpoling to understand why it is
not officially talked about in government and academic arenas, but seems to be standard knowledge
for immigration officials, lawyers, and on websites, that may or may not have international migrant
workers best interests in mind.

NOTES

1. For example, through the Working Holiday Canada website or the IMMI Group website (www.immi
group.com, 2018). Such websites emphasize that workers are required to bring their passport or other travel
and identity documents; visas/permanent residence confirmation; and proof of legal status in Canada such
as work permit or proof of implied status. Further listed are the various locations where one can ‘flagpole’
across Canada, including 6 in Alberta, 18 in British Columbia, 16 in Manitoba, 18 in New Brunswick, 14
in Ontario and 30 in Quebec.

2. Regulation 198: In part, states that . . . if you are a foreign national from a country for which Canada does
not require a Temporary Resident Visa, then you can apply for a work permit while re-entering Canada
after a visit to the USA or St. Pierre & Miquelon. You can also have your PR status and/or PR visa vali-
dated if you are a temporary resident who has just been notified of your new PR status and how wants to
avoid the wait for an appointment at a local IRCC office.

3. Regulation 190: In part states that . . . a foreign national is exempt from the requirement to obtain a tempo-
rary resident visa if they are seeking to enter and remain in Canada: After a visit to the USA, or St. Pierre
& Miquelon AND IF THEY hold a study or work permit issued to them before they left Canada on such a
visit, or were authorized to enter and remain in Canada as a temporary resident or to validate their new PR
Status and/or visa, AND return to Canada before the end of the period initially authorized for their stay or
any extension of it.

4. See www.moving2canada.com (2018) and https://www.cicnews.com/2018/05/no-plans-to-expand-controver
sial-flagpoling-pilot-beyond-ontario-and-quebec-cbsa-says-0510670.html#gs.snqeoa.
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